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Amtico Click Smart / An Introduction to Click Smart

An Introduction
to Click Smart
Amtico Click Smart is a
simple, straight-forward and
versatile click-vinyl that’s
easy and quick to install.
There’s no need to use
adhesive, making it a
really appealing option.
There’s no compromise on
style either. With an authentic
range of wood and stone
effect products to choose
from, a beautiful floor is just
a few clicks away.
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Right: New England Oak - SB5W2527
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Amtico Click Smart / Why Choose Click Smart?

Why Choose
Click Smart?
Our Click Smart LVT flooring product is
integrated with underlay so there's no
separate application making it quicker to
install than other click LVT products.
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Amtico Click Smart / Wood

Whatever your taste
and design style, Amtico
Click Smart has an authentic
looking wooden flooring
solution you’ll love.

Wood

Amtico Click Smart / Wood

Why we love wood...

Perfect for either traditional or
contemporary schemes, there’s an
Amtico Click Smart wood flooring for
everyone. From deep, dark, dusky
shades to bright and pale oak, the colour
palette is on-trend and versatile.

Left: White Ash - SB5W2540
Above: Dusky Walnut - SB5W2542
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Amtico Click Smart / Wood

Perfect for...

Creating a simple and elegant finish,
light woods work well in contemporary
or traditional schemes. In a large space,
pair light wood against darker walls or
surfaces for a feeling of natural continuity
which doesn’t look too stark. When used
in smaller rooms, light wood will really
help to open up the space.
For a traditional finish, try Honey Oak or
New England Oak to bring a charm to
the space.

Lovely
Lights

Amtico Click Smart / Wood

1. Featured Oak - SB5W2533
Tick Grain finish
2. New England Oak - SB5W2527
Tick Grain finish
3. Sun Bleached Oak - SB5W2531
Barnwood finish
4. Honey Oak - SB5W2504
Tick Grain finish
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Amtico Click Smart / Wood

Perfect for...

Bringing a touch of classic elegance,
whether smooth and glossy or textured
and rustic. While darks may seem the
obvious choice for large spaces, they bring
cosiness and depth to smaller spaces.
Warm darks such as Black Walnut bring a
contemporary and clean finish, whereas the
authentic, country finish of Dry Cedar adds
artisan charm.

Classic
Darks

Amtico Click Smart / Wood

5. Nordic Oak - SB5W2550
Tick Grain finish
6. Black Walnut - SB5W2534
Tick Grain finish
7. Chapel Oak - SB5W3014
Barnwood finish
8. Dry Cedar - SB5W2535
Barnwood finish

Need Honey Oak image
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Amtico Click Smart / Stone

Stunning stone
flooring for the perfect
contemporary finish.

Stone

Amtico Click Smart / Stone

Why we love stone...

With its effortless style and
contemporary finish, stone remains
a popular choice for flooring. From a
rugged travertine finish to a smooth,
sleek slate, easy-to-fit Click Smart has
something for everyone.

Left: Ceramic Ecru - SB5S3592
Above: Wave Slate Black - SB5S2602
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Amtico Click Smart / Stone

Our favourite stones...

Simple
Stones

The soft stone tones of Ceramic Ecru
and Crema Travertine are our
favourite ways to light up a floor.

Bring the dark force home with Wave
Slate Black and Monmouth Slate
for a sleek and stylish finish.

1. Ceramic Ecru - SB5S3592
Deep Ceramic finish

2. Wave Slate Black - SB5S2602
Riven finish
3. Monmouth Slate - SB5S7501
Riven finish
4. Crema Travertine - SB5S1589
Riven finish

Amtico Click Smart / Stone
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Amtico Click Smart / Stone

A real classic...

Fresh, light and bright, these
ever-popular floors are timeless and
versatile. From the cool, contemporary
finish of ceramics to the authentic, rustic
appearance of travertine, these classic
floors remain steadfast in their beauty
and elegance.

The
Classics

Amtico Click Smart / Stone

5. Ceramic Frost - SB5S6100
Deep Ceramic finish
6. Ceramic Ecru - SB5S3592
Deep Ceramic finish
7. Crema Travertine - SB5S1589
Riven finish
8. Noche Travertine - SB5S4590
Riven finish
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Amtico Click Smart / Wood

Wood

Amtico Click Smart Woods are available in 178 x 1245mm (7 x 49”) planks.
Visit amtico.com for detailed size availability.

White Ash - SB5W2540
Barnwood finish

Sun Bleached Oak - SB5W2531
Barnwood finish

Dry Cedar - SB5W2535
Barnwood finish

Featured Oak - SB5W2533
Tick Grain finish

Honey Oak - SB5W2504
Tick Grain finish

New England Oak - SB5W2527
Tick Grain finish

Nordic Oak - SB5W2550
Tick Grain finish

Dusky Walnut - SB5W2542
Tick Grain finish

Chapel Oak - SB5W3014
Barnwood finish

Black Walnut - SB5W2534
Tick Grain finish

Amtico Click Smart / Stone

Stone

Amtico Click Smart Stones are available in 303 x 607mm (12 x 24”) tiles.
Visit amtico.com for detailed size availability.

Ceramic Frost - SB5S6100
Deep Ceramic finish

Ceramic Ecru - SB5S3592
Deep Ceramic finish

Crema Travertine - SB5S1589
Riven finish

Noche Travertine - SB5S4590
Riven finish

Monmouth Slate - SB5S7501
Riven finish

Wave Slate Black - SB5S2602
Riven finish
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Amtico Click Smart / Installation

Installation

Before You Begin
Amtico Click Smart is suitable for use in interior residential
and light commercial projects, but not for conservatories or
unheated areas. It can be fitted onto all existing hard
floor coverings and on to subfloors that are smooth, hard
and flat.

• Rubber mallet, pull bar, spacers, laminate cutter, Jigsaw
(utility knife or flooring guillotine can also be used).
• Amtico Click Smart is a tough product. Tiles can be cut
with a laminate cutter or a jigsaw fitted with fine tooth
blades, which is especially useful for intricate cuts.

• Tiles can also be cut using a sharp knife
InsTALLATIOn
17and a metal rule.

The flooring should be the last thing installed into the room
and after all other works and installation of fitted units,
avoiding the risk of accidental damage.
This product is extremely stable however, we do require
expansion gaps at the perimeter of the room and around
all fixed objects. For rooms up to 10m length this gap
should be at least 2mm and can be concealed with the
skirting or with a cover trim. For rooms 10-20m in length
this should be increased to 5mm on all sides. Expansion
gaps must be allowed at all doorways.

Carefully score several times, and the tile can then be
snapped with two hands, the underlay backing will need
to be cut through.

InsTALLATIOn

Step 1

Step 2 (optional)

The base should be smooth and flat

undercutting of door frames

Spacer

Step 1
200mm

Step 5

Step 6

Cutting and fitting of final
plank in first row

Leave a minimum of 200mm
betweenStep
end joints
when laying the
2 (optional)
frames
nextundercutting
row to ensureofadoor
random
effect

Step 7 (optional)

Tile Orientation

Step 3

Laying of Amtico underlay-19. Outside
of roll should be placed facing down.

Wall

Step 4
Laying of first plank with tongue side
facing wall using spacers

use of offcut from previous row

Stone effect: Tiles should be fitted
in a brick pattern.
200mm

Leave a minimum of 200mm
between end joints when laying the
next row to ensure a random effect

Step 5

fitting of second tile

Step 6

Cutting and fitting of final
plank in first row

Finishing The Room

Step 8

Step 9

fitting of additional planks in
second row

Measure and cut final row of planks
allowing for expansion gap

Step 7 (optional)

use of offcut from previous row

Step 10

pullbar and rubber mallet can be used
for final row of planks, ensuring a
expansion gap

A trim can be affixed to
cover the expansion gap.

Preparation
Amtico Click Smart can be installed over any existing hard
floor surfaces, such as ceramic, vinyl and linoleum provided
that it is in a reasonable condition and provides a smooth
and level base without undulations. Carpet or damaged
floorcoverings should be removed.

Step 8

fitting of additional planks in
second
row
Step 12

Step 11

Refitting of skirting board with
hidden expansion gap

Ensure the floor is level; any roughness, height changes
or deep grout lines should be smoothed using a levelling
compound to ensure a good finish.
In cases of doubt of subfloor suitability please contact a
flooring professional or Amtico directly.

Receiving And Setting Out Your Floor
Check the style, colour, quantity of product and inspect for
any damage. Installation of flooring implies acceptance of
materials.
For a professional appearance a floor should be balanced
with even cuts at the edge of a room. This can be done
by measuring the width of the room and working out how
many full tiles are needed; the remaining measure can be
balanced at either end. It is recommended that these cuts
are not too small. If so reduce the number of full tiles by
one to give a larger cut tile. We suggest 20-30% of a full tile
is the smallest cut.
The tiles should be set out using the plans on the opposite
page for best appearance and stability.

Step 9

Measure and cut final row of planks
allowing for expansion gap

fixing edge trim to wall

Step 10

pullbar and rubber mallet can be used
for final row of planks, ensuring a
expansion gap

Skirtings can be used to cover the expansion
gap and doorframes can be undercut before
installation to the correct depth to enable a
neat finish.
Step 11

30540_UK Amtico Click Brochure 2013 Print.indd 17

Recommended Tools

Wall

Step 4
Laying of first plank with tongue side
facing wall using spacers

200mm

fitting of second tile

Always store the boxes of product flat, and leave them
in the room to be fitted for 24 hours to acclimatise to the
temperature of installation (18-25°C). If tiles have been
stored within this temperature range acclimatisation time
can be reduced.

Laying of Amtico underlay-19. Outside
of roll should be placed facing down.

Wood effect: Tiles should be fitted
with random staggered joints with a
minimum 200mm between short ends.
The base should be smooth and flat

It is suitable for use with electric and water underfloor
heating systems (surface floor temperature should be
regulated to 27°C max), and can be installed onto damp
floors at up to 95% humidity.
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Spacer
Tile Orientation

Step 3

Refitting of skirting board with
hidden expansion gap

Step 12

fixing edge trim to wall

12/05/2015 09:31

Uninstallation
Detach the whole row that contains the unwanted tile(s).
Always slide the end joints apart horizontally if uninstalling
any tiles, pulling them apart in any other way will damage
the mechanism.

30540_UK Amtico Click Brochure 2013 Print.indd 17
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The unwanted tile

The row that contains the unwanted tile(s)

Repairs
In cases of damage during the life of the floor, repairs
can either be made by taking product up from the wall,
or alternatively individual tiles can be replaced without
removing the entire floor by cutting out the damaged
tile. Please consult Technical Services 02476 861409 for
more details.
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Step
1 and flat
The base should be
smooth
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Step 2 (optional)

t

Step 2 (optional)
undercutting
of door frames
Under cutting of door frames
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Amtico Click Smart / Technical Specification

Technical Specification
Name

Standard

CE / DOP

EN 14041

CPR/AI/014

Usage Classification

EN ISO 10874
(EN 685)

23, 33, 42

Total Thickness

EN ISO 24346
(EN 428)

6.0 mm

Wear Layer Thickness

EN ISO 24340
(EN 429)

0.55 mm

Weight

EN ISO 23997
(EN 430)

9,651 g/m2

Abrasion Resistance

EN ISO 10582
(EN 649)

Type 1
Group T

Residual Indentation

EN ISO 24343-1
(EN 433)

≤0.1 mm

Dimensional Stability

EN ISO 23999
(EN 434)

≤0.25 %

Dimensional Stability / Curling

EN ISO 23999
(EN 434)

≤2 mm

Click Strength

EN 684

≥9kgf /2 in

Slip Resistance

DIN 51130
EN 13893

R9
Class DS

Chemical Resistance

EN ISO 26987
(EN 423)

Excellent

Light Stability

EN ISO 105-B02

≥6

Flammability / Smoke Emissions

EN 13501-1

Bfl -s1

Impact Sound Reductions

EN ISO 717-2

20 dB

Electrostatic Performance

ISO 6356
EN 1815

≤2 kV

Thermal Resistance

EN 12664

0.0355 m2K/W

Emissions
Emissions

Symbol

Result

(suitable for underfloor heating)

AgBB, Belgium, IAC Indoor Gold
M1

Pass
Pass

Emissions COV

A+

Surface Treatment

Urethane

Phthalate Free

Amtico Click Smart products are
manufactured using phthalate free
plasticizers except for recycled content.

Yes

The samples shown are designed to show a small part of the design, aesthetic and profile of the actual product. Please request an original sample to help you with your colour and
product selection. Colour and shading may vary slightly from batch to batch and it is not possible to guarantee that the colour of the sample will match the material supplied exactly.
The policy of the Company is one of continuous development and improvement and we reserve the right to add new products to the range or remove existing ones. The information
provided in this folder is based on our knowledge at the time of going to print; however, we make no guarantee as to the accuracy and completeness of the information. Please note
this product is not suitable for use in conservatories.
All Click Smart planks are 1.77 m2 to a box (8 tiles per box) and Click Smart tiles are 1.66 m2 to a box (9 tiles per box).

Amtico Click Smart / Wear & Care
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Looking After Your Floor
Avoid using aerosol sprays and other silicone based
products, as overspray can leave a residue and make
the floor slippery.
Use Amtico Entryway at all external doorways. This will
help reduce the chance of water, excess grit,
dirt, small stones and other debris being walked onto
the floor. Some rubber backed matting can cause
permanent staining.
Spillages should be wiped up immediately. Residues of
oils and greases are potential slip hazards. The affected
area should be thoroughly cleaned with Amtico
FloorCare Maintainer, or our ready to use Amtico
FloorCare Spillage Remover.
Avoid contact with rubber, asphalt, some paints and shoe
polishes, which can potentially stain your floor.
Do not allow cigarettes, matches or other hot items to
be deposited on the floor as permanent damage is likely
to occur.
Amtico floors have good scratch resistance properties.
However, sharp edges on some items of furniture can
damage the floor and care should be taken when using
vacuum cleaners as they may scratch your floor.

The use of furniture cups, felt pads or glides is essential
to help reduce the risk of scratching your floor.
Do not drag heavy items of furniture across the floor as
this can result in serious scratch marks. Care should be
taken with a brand new floor when furniture and other
appliances are being fitted or placed back into the space.
Castors, furniture cups and other means of load spreading
will help reduce the risk of indentation to the floor when
used under heavy load bearing furniture and appliances.
Do not use steam mops as these may damage the planks
and tiles.

Routine Cleaning

Amtico FloorCare Maintainer
Our concentrated cleaner, with a fresh, citrus aroma for
routine cleaning.
Amtico FloorCare Spillage Remover
A ready to use cleaner with a citrus aroma. Formulated for
the convenient removal of spills and other deposits.
We do not advocate the use of other cleaning products,
as they may not work as efficiently or effectively and may
cause damage to the floor or leave the surface with a
slippery residue.
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Amtico UK &
European Sales
Solar Park Southside
Solihull, West Midlands
B90 4SH
UK Sales
+44 (0) 121 745 0800
samples@amtico.com
South European Sales
+44 (0) 121 745 0862
sales.soe@amtico.com

*Wear-out only. For full warranty details please visit amtico.com
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